Thakeham Parish Council
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING – Monday 17 August 2020, virtual mode
Meeting opened:

6.30 p.m.

Present

Mr R Taylor (Chair)
Ms F McConnachie

In attendance

Mr O Richards
TPC Cllrs C Noble, N Prince
Members of the public

629

Mrs C Hounslow
Mr R Scott Kerr

Ms C Instance
Mr W Watkins

Mr T Janus

Clerk to the Council
including those named in 632, 633

Apologies for absence
None

630. Interests of Members
None declared.
631. Minutes of the last meeting
The minutes the meeting held on 27 July 2020 were agreed as a true record and the following matters
dealt with via delegated action since the last meeting were noted:
 DC/20/1332 Chesswood Cottage Storrington Road Dropped Kerb NO OBJECTION
 DC/20/1420 Bredhurst The Street Hedge Works NO OBJECTION
 DC/20/1397 Orchard House Greenhurst Lane Rear extension NO OBJECTION
632. Presentation: Abingworth Developments Ltd outline proposals for site at Land North of High Bar
Lane (Mr T Bryant)
Mr Bryant presented slides describing the site’s recent history and background to promoting this scheme
for a development of 45 residential units at this site, as an extension of existing housing on High Bar
Lane. The site does not appear in the current HDC SHELAA, and Mr Bryant is currently in a pre-app
engagement with HDC which seeks for it to be adopted as part of HDC Local Plan revisions due to
emerge by 2021 – possibly as a ‘rural exception site’, due to the relatively high proposed affordable
housing element. Amongst points made in the presentation (published with these minutes) were these:








The housing mix proposal is:19x1/2-bed, 19x3-bed and 7x4-bed units, including 23 (51%) affordable units;
The site location, whilst outside the current built-up area boundary, has defined boundaries and in Mr
Bryant’s view compares favourably on key site selection criteria to other local options;
The layout featured the new bridleway parallel to High Bar Lane through its centre and a single proposed
vehicle access point from High Bar Lane - a point already designated for a new sewage connection from
the Massey Close scheme to the higher-capacity High Bar Lane sewer;
Community benefits suggested included new dedicated parking for the adjacent playground, improved
crossing/traffic calming and road repairs for High Bar Lane;
Mr Bryant owns the site and therefore has full control on timing and future adjustments of the scheme;
Measures proposed to minimise environmental impact included CLT modular wooden construction, which
involves relatively low carbon footprint and speed of build, and integrated renewable energies such as air
source heat pumps, solar panels and electric vehicle charging for all houses.
Removal of several trees for the vehicle access would be mitigated by new planting of trees and
hedgerows to create suitable landscaping and to enhance biodiversity.
Other points raised in subsequent Q&A included:






The housing density of the proposal would be slightly lower than the adjacent Massey Close scheme;
Potential concerns about noise disturbance from the adjacent mushroom farm operation were mitigated
by the fact that production had been discontinued in the large adjacent southern sheds;
There was a trade-off and balance to be struck between modular offsite construction (which benefits
carbon emissions, speed and local disruption of the build process) and benefit to local trade employment;
Should this scheme progress towards a formal proposal, there would be wider community engagement,
including an open meeting.
The Chair thanked Mr Bryant for his presentation.
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633. Planning Applications for consideration
DC/20/0837 (T/20/30) Threals Farm Threals Lane West Chiltington West Sussex RH20 2RF
Demolition of agricultural buildings and erection of 5no.dwellings with associated landscaping (FM)
STRONG OBJECTION
Having received presentations on this case from the applicant, Mr James, and Cllr McConnachie, and
following full discussion and a vote, members agreed by majority the following points in support of a
‘strong objection’ response to this application.
Members noted the amended proposed arrangement and architectural style for this scheme of 5 new 4/5bed houses, and the applicant’s case that this would create a cluster of buildings that is less urban-looking
than the version of the scheme submitted in May 2020, by presenting a more ‘traditional farmstead’
arrangement, in terms of scale, vernacular style and variation in building designs, resulting in an overall
benefit to the landscape.
Members also considered carefully the applicant’s point that replacement of the three existing large barns
with these proposals would mean a large reduction in built area, compared to the area that the barns
currently occupy. Also, the case that the economics of adhering to the existing Class Q conversion consent
for one barn would not allow the removal of the other two redundant barns, leaving the way forward unclear,
with options including further Class Q conversion applications for those structures, which would increase
overall dwellings and resident numbers.
However, members also noted the following considerations that militate against the proposals:
 The core basis of Council’s strong objection to the May 2020 version of these proposals was that this site,
which is in the countryside and in the sensitive green gap between the settlements of Thakeham and West
Chiltington, would be served better by implementing the existing Class Q consent (DC/19/0213) for one of
the barns, than by any demolish-and-rebuild proposal involving the entire site.
 The increasingly frequent attempts to leverage the Class Q prior approval system to obtain consent for
demolish-and-rebuild schemes remain objectionable in principle. In this case, although the existence of the
Class Q consent is a material consideration, it is important to be clear that the red-line area relating to the
existing consent comprises only ~25% of the wider site included in this proposal, and it is not the case that
there is in-principle consent for 5 dwellings that applies to the whole red-line site in this proposal.
 The Class Q scheme would retain 5 units within an existing building footprint (591m2 of housing plus parking
areas) whereas this latest variant of demolish-and-rebuild for the whole site would create 1618m2 of new
structures (including garages). Although 1618m2 of new built area can be presented as a reduction relative
to the 2150m2 gross area of the 3 existing barns, it is not a radical reduction and meanwhile the process of
demolish and rebuild would involve radically greater carbon emissions than the Class Q conversion scheme.
 This variant of the demolish-and-rebuilt proposal now involves creating 24 bedrooms and 20 garage/port
parking spots, whereas the Class Q scheme involves 11 bedrooms and 10 parking spaces according to
consented schemes.
 The cluster of buildings that would be created by the revised proposals, and materials proposed, will not in
fact produce anything that looks authentic in this location - the actual pattern of farmsteads in the area being
much more scattered, with buildings on a smaller scale and with very variable vernacular styles.
 The character of the site at present is clearly rural; the presence of some nearby housing does not make it
an ‘established residential area’. The applicant’s suggestion that the Class Q scheme would be visually
unattractive (‘commercial looking’) and incongruous to the context can be disputed. The core assumption of
the Class Q conversion rules is that re-using an existing agricultural structure is inherently appropriate in the
countryside.
 Landscaping and biodiversity enhancements can also be delivered in a similar way via the Class Q option.
 The proposed creation of 3x5-bed and 2x4-bed houses bears no relation to local housing need. Both the
made Thakeham neighbourhood plan and the West Chiltington draft plan are clear that these parishes have
no shortage of supply of large houses of this type and the local need is for more affordable/smaller units.
The proposed contribution of the cash value of a single affordable unit at another location offers little benefit
to local residents, as it stands. By contrast, the Class Q consent would create smaller and more affordable
dwellings of a kind that are needed locally. For the same reason, Council is sanguine about the suggestion
that implementing the existing Class Q consent may lead for further Class Q proposals for the other barns.
The Committee therefore agreed that the amendments to these proposals did not warrant changing TPC’s
general position on this case, as expressed in May 2020, implying also that previously-agreed references to
applicable planning policies, and in particular the policies of its Neighbourhood Plan, should be re-stated.
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634







Planning Framework developments
Members noted a report from the Clerk on Government proposals that imply significant changes to the
planning system, including the role/scope of Neighbourhood Plans. There is both a white paper proposing
radical overhaul of the planning system and a set of proposed interim changes to planning regulation, with
slightly different deadlines in October 2020. Key points in an initial HDC analysis of the white paper, included:
Local Plans will be required to zone land in different categories:
1. Growth Areas suitable for substantial development (Note: ‘Substantial’ is not defined)
2. Renewal areas suitable for development
3. Areas that are protected (includes designations such as the High Weald AONB, South Downs National
Park and land at risk of flooding)
District-level Strategic Environmental Assessments to be replaced by a ‘simplified process for assessing
the environmental impact of plans, which would continue to satisfy UK law and treaties”
Retention of neighbourhood plans but potential to change their focus/ability to focus on street level
New system for funding infrastructure – replacing Section 106 and CIL with a single fixed levy.

Key points in the proposed interim regulation changes include:
 Temporary increase of the threshold at which affordable housing can be sought (currently 10 homes) up
to 40 / 50 homes
 A new housing needs quota methodology which results in a housing requirement for Horsham District of
1,715 homes each year, vs. a current requirement of 920 (from November 2020).
Concerns for rural parishes like Thakeham include:
 The sheer size of the new central quota of 1,715 homes each year for this district, given that HDC have
cogently argued that anything over 1200/yr is disproportionate and unsustainable for this area;
 The policy proposals appear to very seriously weaken the development-control purposes of
Neighbourhood Plans for rural communities like Thakeham - key policy threats seem to include:
- 3-Zone system: the indication that countryside areas at the boundaries of villages (unless actually
designated with protections like national park) will default to zoning as 'Renewal Areas', creating a
strong presumption in favour of development;
- Suggestion that the development size threshold for requiring developers to provide any affordable
element will rise to 40-50 units;
- Worries about the new standard national 'environmental assessment' system in relation to climatechange-related legal concerns
 The planning proposals also need to be seen in tandem with an imminent white paper that will
propose re-organising local government by consolidating at unitary (county) council level, which
implies the planning decision-making moving away from local level (contrary to ‘localism’ policies in
place since 2012).
The strong indication is therefore that Neighbourhood Plans may in future have little if any say over either
the numbers or the location of new housing sites, and that parish councils will be expected to engage with
‘planning’ just at a level of influencing details of development designs. Also, it appears that PCs/
communities will have to operate in a severe timing regime: probably having only the bare 21 days max to
digest and finalise a response to proposals of up to 150 new homes.
In discussion, it was noted that HDC communications were focusing locally on the single issue of the new
house quota rising to 1,715. If the radical planning changes and local government re-organisation are
pushed through at the same time there is a high risk of chaos. Even if the system that replaces CIL/S106
retains infrastructure funding at unitary council level, the loss of the ‘fine details’ mechanism of S106
could be very negative for issues like rights of way improvements.
NALC have offered to coordinate a national Local Councils response to these proposals and members
agreed that TPC comments on the interim planning regulation changes will need to be agreed by 17
September via delegated action, while further comments on the white paper proposals would be agreed at
the TPC meeting of 21 September. This process should include coordinating with neighbouring PCs.
(Actions: Clerk)
635

Local planning developments
The Clerk flagged the following recent developments:

635.1 Shipley Neighbourhood Plan has passed the external examination stage, but HDC have clarified that the
holding of referendums (and therefore the process of district-level adoption of NPs) has been postponed
until at least May 2021.
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635.2 TPC has been informed of changes of arrangements/personnel within the Abingworth Homes consortium.
Oakford Homes will not be involved in the Phase 3 build. New Abingworth Homes contacts for TPC
liaison have been appointed, and an initial meeting arranged for 20 August, involving Cllrs Taylor,
Instance and Noble, with an agenda that includes future arrangements relating to the Village Hall car park
and road safety issues around the junction of this car park with Abingworth Crescent.
635.3 The new footway works on the east side of the B2139 north of Merrywood Lane were now complete
(subject to rebuild of the bus shelter). WSCC had confirmed that surface/drainage improvement works to
Strawberry Lane were not yet complete – works still due at the northern end. The S106 agreement
relating to the bridleway extension west of the B2139 had now been signed off. The Abingworth
Residents Group were making representations to the developer with regard to shortcomings in
landscaping works/planting around the cricket field area.
636

637

Enforcement
The Committee noted the Clerk’s report on these recent development, including these points:
 Bramblefield / Dukes Copse area: DC/20/0543 HDC have refused consent, and the case has been referred
for formal enforcement, along with neighbouring case EN/20/0007.
 Land near Martins, The Street: contractor had dumped topsoil and plants not in accordance with agreed
spec. Reported to HDC Compliance and report awaited.
Planning Applications permitted/refused/withdrawn since the last meeting
The Committee noted the following District-level decisions, and that designated members should follow
through with monitoring the progress of permitted applications.
Permitted
DC/20/0992 35 Watermeadow Lane/Heyshott House St Mary’s Close
Surgery to Several Trees
NO OBJECTION SUBJECT TO BIRD NESTING CHECKS
Permitted 29 July 2020
6 Pavilion Close Thakeham Pulborough West Sussex RH20 3GY
DC/20/1075 (T/20/35) Erection of an entrance gate
Planning Cttee July 2020
NO OBJECTION
Permitted 10 August 2020

(NP)

(Clerk)

Refused / Withdrawn
DC/19/1671 Townhouse Farm Coolham Road Thakeham RH20 3EW
Demolition of existing commercial storage buildings and erection of two new dwellings. (FM/TJ)
STRONG OBJECTION
Council considers that the site is unsustainable, given distances to key amenities (schools, shops), lack of
public transport links and local roads not being safe for pedestrians or cyclists. Residents at this location
would be very car dependent, as acknowledged by Proposed Block Plan 001, with 6 car parking spaces for
two three-bedroomed houses.
Council also considers that the site of this proposal is inappropriate for development being outside of a
built-up area boundary, at a location not allocated for development within the Horsham District Planning
Framework or in the Thakeham Neighbourhood Plan (TNP). This proposal directly conflicts with TNP Policy
1 with regard to:
- the development proposal being outside of the built up area and not at a site allocated for development
within the Horsham DC Planning Framework;
- the development is not essential to the countryside location and therefore being inconsistent with the
overarching strategy for development within the District.
The proposed development would therefore be inconsistent with HDPF policies 1, 2, 3, 4 and 26 and Policy
1 of the Thakeham Neighbourhood Plan.
Should officers be minded to approve this proposal, TPC would wish it to be considered by relevant
Development Committee, at which it would speak against. In addition to the policy points above, additional
factors relating to the proposal, which would need to be considered include:
- There are significant vehicle movements along the roadway within Townhouse Farm, as the site already
serves 6 houses and commercial and storage units. Large trucks with trailers and HGVs use it frequently.
- Bridleway 3391 runs across the southern access from the B2139, so construction activity would have to
take this into account.
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- Regarding the design of the houses, we suggest that the front roof light be removed in both houses. The
roof should present an aspect in keeping with the neighbouring properties as the roofs would be visible
from the B2139.
Refused, 24 July 2020
The proposed development, by reason of the size and design of the proposed dwellings compared to the
fallback position, fails to present an appropriate form of development or meet the housing need of the
parish, contrary to Policies 16, 32 and 33 of the HDPF and Policies 6 and 9 of the Thakeham
Neighbourhood Plan.
DC/20/0543 (T/20/34) Plot 10 Land On The East Side of Dukes Hill Coolham Road Thakeham
Retrospective application to level & mark plot boundary, lay type 1 consolidated hardstanding surface
Planning Cttee June 2020 (by circulation)
STRONG OBJECTION
Council considers that the laying of extensive hardstanding at this location is clearly inappropriate
development that is correctly described by HDC Compliance enforcement stop notice EN/20/0101 as
having involved engineering operations to introduce an unnatural feature which has changed the profile of
the landscape in a way that damages the agricultural character and appearance of the surrounding
area. In addition to this being in breach of the basic use-class designation of the site, this development
falls within and is clearly contrary to the aims of HDC Article 4 directive EN-10-0154. This development is
also clearly contrary to the policy aims of Thakeham Subdivison of Fields which supports the 'made'
Thakeham Neighbourhood Plan 2017, and runs counter to the history of relevant enforcement action in this
area in close proximity (both attached herewith). The applicant has offered no planning argument to justify
this development. Were officers were minded to permit this application, Council asks that it be directed to
full Planning Committee where it would speak against.[Attached: history of relevant enforcement action]
Refused, 24 July 2020
1 It has not been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the local planning authority that the engineering
operations undertaken would prove supportive of the development or operation of an agricultural use,
constituting a form of development unessential to a countryside location contrary to Policy 26 of the
Horsham District Planning Framework (2015).
2 The engineering operations undertaken, including the introduction of a hardcore sub-base and associated
land-clearance, have resulted in a formalised character and appearance that is deemed detrimental to the
character and quality of this rural setting in conflict with policies 25, 32 and 33 of HDPF (2015).
DC/20/0720 (T/20/22) Bramble Barn Bramble Lane Horsham Thakeham RH20 3DZ
Extension of residential curtilage and creation of new vehicular access and driveway. Erection of a
detached outbuilding with associated hardstanding.
(FM)
Amended version of DC/20/0720 proposals, July 2020
Planning Cttee July 2020 (by delegated action)
OBJECTION (SIZE/SITING OF GARAGE ONLY)
Council notes that these proposals have been subject to some constructive amendments. The driveway
arrangements are now considered acceptable, and Council welcomes the applicant's offer to replace current
inappropriate cedar hedging at the southern garden perimeter of the site with native species
planting. Council's remaining concerns focus now on the detail of the size of the garage (which remains very
large relative to the dwelling) and its location. Although the amended proposal for the garage placement is
improved, Council feels that it should still be brought nearer the house, to give the effect of clustering.
Refused, 24 July 2020
1 The cumulative effect of proposed development, including the creation of an extensive incidental
curtilage, domestic outbuilding and associated landscape design, would be considered detrimental to the
undeveloped character and open qualities of land to the southeast of Bramble Lane, contrary to policies 25,
32 and 33 of the Horsham District Planning Framework (2015).
638

639

Upcoming applications.
Members noted that these new applications had either already been received or were expected shortly,
and that the following members would be making recommendations to the Committee:
DC/20/1495 Kinsbrook Vineyard, new agricultural barn
Clerk
Any other business for noting or inclusion on a future agenda
No matters raised

Meeting closed: 8.00 p.m.
Date of next meeting: Members noted that the committee’s scheduled meetings remain suspended during
current Covid restrictions. Minor applications will continue to be dealt with by delegated action; virtual
meetings to be arranged as required under TPC Standing Orders section 4e(ii).
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Policy 4 of HDPF states that development outside of
the defined built up area will be supported where:
• the site is allocated in the Local Plan or in a
Neighbourhood Plan and adjoins an existing settlement
edge
• the level of expansion is appropriate to the scale and
function of the settlement type
• the development is demonstrated to meet the identified
local housing needs and will assist the retention and
enhancement of community facilities
• the impact of the development does not prejudice
comprehensive long-term development
• The development is contained within an existing
defensible boundary and the landscape character
features are maintained and enhanced.







Land off High Bar Lane - Key points 1
Pre-app submitted as a
rural exception site to be
included in the Local Plan

Delivery of up to 45 new
homes to meet emerging
LP requirement for
minimum of 50 new
homes

Rural exception site with
50%+ affordable homes

Land available for early
delivery of new homes

23 affordable homes
(50%+) is higher than
current and emerging
HDC policy requirements

Not in settlement
boundary, but site
contained by playground,
existing homes and
Mushroom Farm

Site scores well against
other potential sites in
emerging HDC Local Plan

Sustainable site offering
more community
benefits than other sites

Land off High Bar Lane - Key points 2
Long-term protection of
existing mature trees
along High Bar Lane
frontage

Additional visitor
parking spaces and
dedicated parking for
playground

Single vehicle access,
sufficient parking
spaces, including EV
charging points

Development set back
from High Bar Lane

Connection to new
bridlepath network

Buildings designed as
contemporary
interpretations of local
vernacular

Sustainable modern
methods of
construction using off
site constructed
modular units

Proposed housing mix
Affordable
housing: rented
(7)

Affordable
housing: shared
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Open market
housing (22)
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2
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home

3

8

5

3-bedroom
home

2

8

9

4-bedroom
home

1

7

High Bar Lane, Thakeham
Modern methods of construction
• Proposal to deliver a highly sustainable and environmentally
responsible development using modern methods of construction
• Offsite manufacturing of modular building panels using crosslaminated timber (CLT) process
• CLT can reduce carbon footprint of construction process by up to
80% (ref: RICS: Modern Methods of Construction 2018)
• Building sector contributes up to 30% of global annual greenhouse
gas emissions; wood construction is a part of the solution, as
timber products lock approximately 1 ton of CO2 per 1m3 of wood

• Around 50% fewer on-site operatives
• Around 75% fewer HGVs and trades’ vans
• CLT video

High Bar Lane, Thakeham
Other considerations
• Opportunities for improvements to the playground area,
including dedicated parking
• New planting of trees and hedgerows to create suitable
landscaping and enhanced biodiversity for habitats on site
• Consideration of neighbouring residential amenity
• Use of integrated renewable energies such as air source heat
pumps and solar panels
• Build-to-rent opportunities
• Community engagement programme
• High Bar Lane resurfacing and replacement of build out
• Other matters to be discussed with Thakeham PC & HDC
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